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University of Oxford, Oxford OXl 3RE, United Kingdom
ENCOUNTERING THE Ig SUPERFAMILY

When Ig chains were first sequenced, segments within the constant regions
of H and L chains showed sequence similarities, and this led to the idea
that the Ig chains had all evolved from a primordial gene coding for about
100 amino acids (1). The domains within the Ig chains all contained a
characteristic intrachain disulfide bond, and the idea of the domain as an
independent structural unit was proposed (2). The domain hypothesis was
firmly established when the structures ofV and C domains were determined
to reveal a common fold forming a sandwich of two p-sheets that was
stabilized by the conserved disulfide bond (3, 4).
Beta-2 microglobulin (P2-m), identified in the urine of patients with
kidney disease, was the first nonimmunoglobulin structure found to share
sequence similarities with Ig-domains. The pz-m sequence looked like an
Ig C-domain (5, 6). P2-m was subsequently discovered to be part of the
major histocompatibility complex (MH C) class I structure, and sequencing
of the class I heavy chain showed that a segment of sequence adjacent to
the transmembrane region was also similar to Ig C-domains (7, 7a). MHC
antigens were known to play some role in the specificity of T lymphocyte
I Abbreviations: NBRF data base is a protein sequence data base from Protein Identi
fication Resource ( 1 987) National Biomedical Research Foundation, Washington, DC.
Terms are defined in Table 1 .
2 Because of limited space, full referencing for this article has not been possible. Recent
key references that lead to the full literature on each topic are cited.
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recognition, and thus the finding that the MH C class I was Ig-related
was in accord with the concept that Ig domains were uniquely concerned
with immune recognition. This view was clearly dominant in the
1 970s.
The Thy-l differentiation antigen was sequenced at the same time as
MH C class I H chain, and the finding that this molecule was like a single
Ig V domain was not consistent with the immune recognition concept (8).
Thy-l was expressed in large amounts in neural tissue and thymocytes in
rodents, but expression in lymphoid cells was not conserved in all species.
It thus seemed likely that Ig-related structures would have a general role
in cell surface recognition (9).
In the 1 980s, many new cell surface structures have been identified and
sequenced, and the Ig-related family of molecules can now be argued to
include the structures shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. The molecules
have a diversity of functions (Table 2), but in most cases the common
denominator is a recognition role at the cell surface. The genetic loci are
widely spread throughout the chromosomes, but a number of interesting
linkage groups are seen. This family of molecules is undoubtedly one
of the key groups not only in immunity but also in the mediation of
cell surface recognition to control the behavior of cells in various
tissues.

Figure 1 Models for molecules in the Ig-superfamily. One model is shown for each main
molecular type from one species (Table I), and in some cases the same model suffices for the
additional structures named in brackets. The circles show sequence segments that fold as for
an Ig domain or are predicted to do so at least to the extent of two sheets with p-strands
ABE: OFC (Figure 2). Segments labelled V, CI, and C2 are in the categories indicated in
Figure 2 and in the text. Domain numbers as used in the text and figures are from the NH2 terminus. In CD4 four domains are counted even though the second domain is not typically
Ig-related. In the MHC class I H chain and related structures, the three obvious segments
starting from the N H2-terminus are called 0:" 0:2, and 0:3 while in MHC class II p and 0:
chains, the segments are PI, pz and 0:" 0:2. COl is shown independently from class I to
indicate that it has much lower sequence identity to class I than do Qa and TI (full COla
data by personal communication from L. H. Martin, F. Calabi, and C. Milstein). Intrachain
disulfide bonds that are like the conserved Ig disulfi<Le bond are shown by symbols within
the circles, and cases where these are confirmed are given in Table I. Other intrachain bonds
also exist, but these are mostly not shown. Interchain bonds are indicated by SS between
chains known to be disulfide linked. CTLA4 could well exist in a dimer since a free sulphydryl
is predicted in a membrane proximal position. N-linked carbohydrate sites as indicated by
the presence of an Asn x Thr or Ser sequence are shown by the symbol (t) unless absence
of glycosylation is known. The presence of glycophospholipid anchors is indicated by an
arrow for Thy-I, LFA-3, and one NCAM form, and the possibility of this is indicated for
CEA by an arrow plus ? The Qa2 antigen also has a lipid tail (see text). A second form of
LFA3 with a protein anchor has also been identified (84). References are in Table I.
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Molecules of the Ig sup erfamily

Table 1

Sequence
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C ategory

number

Human
chromosome

Immunog lobulins
H chains (lgM)
L chain kapp a
L chain lambda

572 (M)
214 (M)
213 (M)

14q32.33
2p12
22q11.12

T cell receptor (Tcr) complex
Tcr ex-chain
Jl-chain
)I-chain
X-chain
CD3 )I-chain
b-chain
e-chain

250
282
286
272
160
ISO
185

14q11.2
7q35
7pl5
ND
llq23
11q23
11q23

M ajor histocomp atibility complex
(MHC antigens)
Clas s I H -chain
P2-m
Clas s II ex

(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)
(H)

(H)
(H)

Ig-like
disulfide
bonds

Y

References

(2,10)

Y
Y

ND
ND

(11)

ND

ND
ND
ND
ND

(12)
(13,14,15)

339 (H)
99 (H)
229 (H)
237 (H)

TLH chain
Qa H chain
CDl a H chain

335 (M)
313 (M)
311 (H)

mous e only
mous e only
1

ND
ND
ND

(18)
(19,20)
(21)

T cell adhesion molecules
CD2
LFA-3

322 (R)
207 (H)

1p13

ND
ND

(22,23,24)
(22,25,26)

T subset antigens
CD4
CD8 chain I
chain II
CTLA4

435
210
187
188

12pter.pl2
2p12
2p12
ND

B rain/lymphoid antigens
Thy-l
MRCOX-2

111 (R)
248 (R)

Immunoglobulin recep tors
Poly Ig R
Fcy2b/)lIR

755 (RB) ND
351 (M) ND

Y

1072 (CH) 11q23
ND
610 (R)
ND
219 (R)

ND
ND
ND

Jl

6p21.3

Y

(7,16)

lSq21-q22

Y

6p21.3
6p21.3

(6)

Y

(17)

Y

/32-m associated antigens

N eural molecules
Neural adhes ion molecule
(NC AM)
M yelin as sociated gp (MAG)
Po m yelin p rotein

(H)
(R)
(R)
(M)

1

llq23
3

Y

ND
ND

ND
Y

ND

Y

(27,28)
(27)
(27,29)
(30)
(8,31,32)
(33)
(34,35,36)
(37,38,39)

(40,41)
(42,43)
(42,44)
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Table 1 (continued)

Ig-like
disulfide
bonds

Category

Sequence
number

Human
chromosome

Tumor antigen
Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)

668 (H)

ND

ND

(4 5)

5q31 -q32

ND

(4 2, 4 6)

953 (H)

5q33.2-q33.3

ND

(4 2,4 7)

4 74 (H)
339 (R)

ND
ND

Y
Y

(48 )
(4 9, 50 )

Growth factor receptors
Platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF) receptor
Colony stimulating factor-l
(CSFI) receptor
Non-cell surface molecules
C( I B-glycoprotein
Basement membrane link protein

10 67 (M)

References

Most sequences are predicted from cDNA, but all have been also characterized as proteins except Tcr X
chain and CTLA4. The sequence length is for the fully processed form of one sequence in each category,
and most sequence data is from the NBRF data base. For LFA-3 and CEA, the residue number includes
the hydrophobic COOH-terminal sequence that will be processed off if a lipid tail is present. Differential
exon splicing of genes, giving alternative products, is seen for Igs (membrane and secreted forms), poly IgR
(2 forms), class I MHC and related molecules, NCAM (3 forms), MAG (2 forms), and CD8 chain I (2
forms). The letters in brackets after the sequence number indicate species as follows: M, mouse; H, human;
R, rat; RB, rabbit; CH, chicken. The human chromosome assignments are from Ref. (51) or other
references given in the table. Under the heading 19-1ike disulfide bonds a Y indicates the presence of
conserved disulfide bonds as expected from sequence similarities, and ND denotes "not determined."

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE Ig-FOLD AND
SEQUENCE PATTERNS

The two fJ-sheets of the Ig-fold consist of anti-parallel fJ-strands containing
5-10 amino acids. Between the sheets a hydrophobic interior is formed
from in-pointing hydrophobic amino acids that alternate in the fJ-strands
with out-pointing hydrophilic residues (3,4). The interaction between the
sheets is further stabilized by the conserved disulfide bond. The Ig fold for
V- and C-domains is shown in Figure 2, and the core of the fold consists
of fJ-strands A, B, E in one sheet and G, F, C in the other (52). These
strands come from the first and last parts of the domain sequence, while
in the middle considerable variation in sequence length occurs. V and
V-related domains have about 65-75 amino acid residues between the
conserved disulfide bond, and there are four fJ-strands in each fJ-sheet plus
a short fJ-strand segment across the top of the domain. In C-domains the
sequence between the disulfide bond is shorter at 55-60 residues, yielding
sheets with 4 and 3 fJ-strands. In some non-Ig domains (see below) as few
as 40 residues exist between the disulfide bond,and in some cases the fold
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Functions of the Ig-related molecules (R eferences in Table I)

Molecules and tissue expression

Functions

Recognition within the superfamily

Immunoglobulins:
B lymphocytes only

B lymphocyte antigen receptors and

No, antibodies recognize antigen
without involvement of other
molecules

T cell receptors:
T lymphocytes and thymocytes

T lymphocyte antigen receptors: no
known soluble forms

Yes, heterophilic; Tcr binds MHC
antigens plus peptide but
recognition does not involve
Ig-related MHC segments

C03 chains:
T lymphocytes and thymocytes

Part of the Tcr complex; role in

C03 associates with Tcr but no
known recognition of other
molecules

MHC antigens:

Present peptides from foreign
antigen to the Tcr; some soluble

Many cell types, induced by

interferon

in secreted form, antibodies

signal transduction?

Yes, heterophilic; Tcr interacts wit!
class I and class II MHC antigen

forms

p,-m associated antigens:
Subsets 01 lymphOId cells

Functions not known

No natural ligands known

T lymphocyte adhesion
molecules:
C02, thymocytes and T cells (some
macrophages in rat); LFA-3,

C02 of T cells interacts with
LFA-3 on other cells in adhesion
reactions, Anti -C02 antibodies
can trigger T cell division

Yes, heterophilic; C02 binds
LFA-3

C04 and C08 appear to control the

Perhaps heterophilic: C04 and CO

widespread expression

T subset markers:
C04 and C08 on thymocytes and
T subsets, C04 on macrophages,
COB on NK cells; CTLA4,

bias of T cells towards interaction

may bind class II and class I MH

with class I or class II MHC.
CTLA4 function unknown

antigens respectively. CTLA4
unknown

activated T cells
Brain/lymphoid antigens:
Thy-I, neurons, fibroblasts, various
lymphoid; MRC OX-2, neurons,
endothelium, various lymphoid

Anti-Thy- l antibody triggers mouse
T lymphocyte division; MRC
OX-2 function unknown

No natural ligands known

Immunoglobulin receptors:

PolyIgR transports multimeric IgA

Yes, heterophilic for both PolyIgr
and Fcy2b/yIR. First domain of

PolyIgR, gut and liver epithelium;

Fcy2b/yI R, macrophages

or IgM across epithelium;

macrophage Fcy2bfyl R binds
aggregated IgG

PolylgR binds IgA
Yes, homophilic for NCAM via

Neural-associated molecules:
NCAM, neurons and gIIa, early
embryo; MAG, peripheral and
central myelin, some neurons; Po
peripheral myelin

NCAM mediates adhesion of neural

CEA:
Epithelial cells and their tumors,

Tumor marker but function
unknown

Natural ligand unknown

Growth factor receptors:
POGFR, widespread on
mesenchymal cells; CSFIR,
monocyte lineage

Interact with growth factors to
trigger cell division and other
activities

No, POGFR and CSFIR not

Link protein:
Basement membrane

Acts as a binding molecule between
proteoglycan and hyaluronate
chain

No

(X ,B-glycoprotein:

Function unknown

Natural ligands un kn own

cells. MAG may function in
myelination. Po constitutes 50%

Ig related parts and perha ps
for Po. MAG not known
-

of peripheral myelin protein

early embryos

Found in serum

known to react with molecules
other than growth factors
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may consist of 3 p-strands in each sheet,plus a short connecting sequence
across the top of the p-sheet sandwich.
Interactions between domains in Igs occur between the faces of the 13sheets,while in the interaction between antibody and antigen the contact
residues consist of sequences in bends at the end of the V-domains (53).
Thus,it seems that Ig-domains can interact with other molecules via any
accessible part of their surface.
The Ig-related domains of non-Ig molecules are described as being V
or C-like according to whether they are likely to have a pattern of 13strands approximating to a V- or C-domain. A designation of a sequence
as being V-like does not indicate sequence variation in the molecule con
cerned.
Conserved patterns of sequence are seen among the Ig-superfamily
domains, and some alignments are shown in Figure 2. The first and last
p-strands have been omitted to simplify the data, but this does not imply
that conserved patterns are absent in these regions. Also,the whole of the
domain is included in statistical analyses. The sequences are grouped into
three categories called the V-SET,C l-SET,and C2-SET (54). The V-SET
includes antigen receptor V-domains and other sequences likely to have a
V-type fold. The extra sequences that form or are thought to form the C'
and C" p-strands are obvious in Figure 2. The CI-SET includes mostly
receptor C -domains and MHC antigen domains, and these are dis
tinguished from the C2-SET in some conserved sequence patterns.
However, both C l-SET and C2-SET sequences are likely to be folded as
for Ig C-domains.
Across all these sequences, identities or conservative amino acid sub
stitutions are seen in p-strands B,C,E,and F; in particular,the alternating
hydrophobic residues are evident. In regions outside the p-strands, con
served patterns characterize V-SET and C l-SET sequences (marked in
Figure 2). The C2-SET sequences seem somehow in between the V-SET
and C l-SET since they are likely to have a C-type fold,but their sequence
patterns in the region of p-strands E and F are like those of the V-SET.
In Figure 1 all the domains are labelled as V, C l, or C2, and these
assignments are mostly clear-cut. However, in some cases the designation
is somewhat arbitrary, and among the C-like domains, sequences are
placed in the C2-SET unless they clearly show the conserved CI-SET
residues. The one exception to this is the C domain of TCR alpha chain
which is not typical of sequences in the C l or C2-SET. In this case,
assignment to the C l -SET was made on the basis that the alrha chain is
part of the heterodimer that dictates antigen specificity in one category of
Tcrs. In general, statistical analysis of sequence similarities (see below)
supports the domain assignments shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2 Alignments ofIg-related sequences and Ig-folding patterns. Sequences are aligned
by eye and with the use of the ALIGN program (55), and sequence categories are defined in
the text. The positions of the fl-strands known for Ig V and C domains are indicated
above and below the V-SET and C l-SET sequences, respectively. Sequences in regions
corresponding to fl-strands A and G have been omitted to simplify the data. Some conserved
sequence positions are indicated by symbols, and these often involve conservation of amino
acids of similar type rather than identities. The sequences are referenced by NBRF protein
data base code in square brackets or literature references in round brackets. Ig V lambda,
Mouse [L l MS4 E]; Ig VH, human [GlHUNM]; Tcr V alpha, mouse [RWMSAV]; Tcr V
beta, human [RWHUVY]; CD4 , human [RWHUTA]; CD8 chain II, rat (56); PolyIgR,
rabbit [QRRBG]; MRC OX-2, rat [TDRTOX]; Po, rat (44 ); Thy-I, rat [TDRT]; NCAM,
chicken (4 0); MAG, rat (4 2); PDGFR, mouse (4 6); CEA, human (4 5); AlphaIV-gp, human
[OMHUlB]; FC1'2b/1'IR, mouse (37); CD3 epsilon, human (14 ); CD2, rat (24 ); Ig C lambda,
human [L2HU]; Ig C kappa, human [K3HU]; Ig C heavy, human [GHHU]; TcR C beta,
human [RWHUCY]; TcR C gamma, mouse [RWMSCI]; fl2 -M, human [MGHUB2]; MHC
I alpha 3, human [HLHUB2]; MHC II beta 2, human [HLHU3D]; CDla alpha 3, human
(21); LFA-3, human (25).
Below the sequence alignments diagrams of the folding patterns of V and C domains are
shown. The folds as determined for an Ig VL and CL domain are from Ref. (3), and the
labelling of the fl-strands along the domain is illustrated in the schematic diagram. The
schematic view of the fold at bottom right is adapted from Ref. (4 ).
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Although conserved sequence patterns are seen in Figure 2, no residue
is invariant in all Ig-related domains. The conserved disulfide bond was
once considered the hallmark of Ig domains, but recently a functional
antibody has been described that has a Tyr residue instead of Cys in [3strand F of the VH domain (57). Also, it can be argued that domains in
CD2, LFA3, CD4, CEA, PDGFR, and CSF I R may be Ig-related even
though they have no Cys residues in putative [3-strands B and F (54,58).
Four of these sequences are shown below the CI-SET in Figure 2. In these
and the other cases the Cys residues are replaced by hydrophobic amino
acids that would presumably be suitable as inpointing residues that sta
bilize an Ig-like fold, just as do the other hydrophobic residues in the [3strands.
There is great diversity of sequence in the Ig-related molecules, and the
question arises-why is a conserved pattern seen at all? The biological
functions (see below) require unique recognition specificities, and these
cannot directly be responsible for conserved sequence patterns. The con
served sequences are mostly seen in the [3-strands that make up the core
of the fold. It can be argued both that the fold itself is selected for, because
it is stable to proteolysis, and that this is an essential feature for molecules
operating in the extracellular environment (54).
CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION OF MOLECULES IN
THE Ig SUPERFAMILY

The initial argument for related domains within the Ig chains was based
on sequence similarities. However, an evolutionary relationship between
V and C domains was only accepted when similarities in tertiary structures
were established. It remains a consensus that the first criterion for an
Ig relationship should be the presence of a domain-sized sequence with
significant similarity to Ig or Ig-related domains, but in addition there
should also be the probability that the sequence shares key structural
features of the Ig-fold. If evolutionary selection acts on the basis of domain
stability, then a rationale for requiring sequence and structural similarity
is evident.
To evaluate sequence similarities, a statistical test must be used, and the
ALIGN program of Dayhoff and colleagues (55) is now widely available
as part of the NBRF data base package [Protein Identification Resource
(1987) Protein Sequence Database, National Biomedical Research Foun
dation, Washington, DC]. The ALIGN program scores the best match
between two sequences on the basis of a scoring matrix derived by deter
mining the frequency of amino acid replacements in equivalent molecules
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between widely divergent species. Then the sequences are scrambled and
rescored a number of times (e.g. 150) to yield a mean best random score
and standard deviation (SD). The score for the real sequences is expressed
as the number of SD units away from the random mean score. Assuming
a normal distribution and no effect of sequence selection, scores of 3 . 1 ,
4.3,and 5 . 2 SD units indicate chance probabilities o f 1 0 - 3,1 0 -5,and 1 0 -7,
respectively.
In choosing sequences for ALIGN analyses, a putative domain is defined
by taking sequence within positions that are 20 residues before and after
Cys residues that might approximate to the conserved Ig disulfide bond.
If Cys residues are absent,then possible replacements are identified and
used to define the domain segment. The selection of Cys residues to define
the domain carries the possible problem that this will bias ALIGN scores
since matches between Cys residues carry a high value in the Dayhoff
scoring matrix. To check this effect,1 1 segments from membrane molecules
that are not Ig-related were chosen on the basis of the presence of a suitable
pair of Cys residues. These were scored against Ig-related domains (54).
From 682 scores, a mean and standard deviation of 0.6 ± 1 SD units was
obtained. In the controls there were three scores of >4 (4. 1 ,4.2,4.2) and
1 3 of >3<4 SD units.
In testing a new sequence,ALIGN scores should be determined with as
many distinct sequences as possible from the V-SET, C l-SET, and C2SET. This overcomes the problem that the ALIGN program scores
throughout the sequence and takes no account of the conserved sequence
patterns that have great significance when assessing sequence similarities
by eye (Figure 2). By chance a reasonable score might result in one
comparison,but repeated good scores should indicate that a test sequence
contains a conserved Ig-related pattern of sequence,since this is the only
common denominator between the sequences in Figure 2 (54,58).
In Table 3 some ALIGN scores are shown for f32-m, Thy-I, NCAM,
and LCA (control) against sequences from the V-SET and CI-SET. f3rm
scores well with the sequences from the CI -SET,but a significant relation
ship is not seen with V-SET sequences, and THY-I shows good scores in
the opposite direction. NCAM gives good scores with both CI-SET and
V-SET sequences because,although its length matches with C-domains,it
has some of the conserved sequence patterns of the V-SET. The control
sequence from LCA gives no good scores even though the sequence has
two Cys residues that can match with those in the Ig-domains and it also
has a Trp that can match the conserved Trp of p-strand C in Figure 2.
Some molecules that have been claimed to be Ig-related fail the ALIGN
test against the sets of domains (54,58). These include the adenoviral E3
glycoprotein (59) and the CD5 antigen (60). Also,the enzyme superoxide
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ALIGN scores for comparisons of Ig related sequences

V or Vrelated

{J2 -m

Thy-I

Ig lambda
Ig kappa
Ig heavy
Tcrbeta
Tcr alpha
Tcr gamma
CD8 (chain I)
CD4 (I)
PolylgR (I)
PolylgR (III)
MRC OX-2 (I)
Po Protein

-0 .9
1 .7
1 .1
1 .8
2.1
-0 .2
2.6
2.4
1 .5
1.7
-1 1.
0 .7

7.4
3.7
3.9
3.3
2.3
1 .6
4 .5
2.5
5.7
5.8
5.0
3.5

NCAM
(III) LCA
3.3
5.4
3.9
4 .6
4 .4
3.9
4 .7
5.5
2.7
4 .3
5.3
6.0

-0 .6
-0 1.
1 .5
-0.2
-1 .5
1 .4
-0 .3
-0 1.
0
0 .9
-0 .6
-0 .4

Cor Crelated

P2-m

Thy-l

Ig lambda
Ig kappa
Ig CHl
Ig CH2
Ig CH3
Tcr beta
Tcr alpha
Tcr gamma
MHC 1 tr 3
MHCn ex 2
MHC II (J 2
CD! ex 3

5.6
6.0
4 .0
2.4
6.3
4 .4
2.1
1 .9
8 .2
11 .2
11 .3
9.1

1 .4
1 .3
3.0
2.9
3.1
2.3
-0 .3
0 .8
2.2
3.7
2.4
1 .3

NCAM
(III) LCA
4 .7
4 .0
4 1.
3.8
3.7
3.0
1.7
3.6
2.9
4 .9
4 .3
5.4

-

I .e

-1 5
.
01
.
0
01
.
2.�
-0 1
.
-0 .(
I .,
1:
.
U

1 .:

Domains were defined from a position 20 residues before the first Cys to 20 residues after the second Cys of a putati
Ig-like disulfide bond. The leucocyte common antigen (LCA) sequence is a control and includes residues 88-189 fro
the partial rat LCA sequence (54). All other sequences are referenced in Figure 2 except the following with NBJ.1
data base code given in square brackets or reference in parentheses: Ig kappa [KIHURY], Tcr gamma V [RWMSV
CD8 chain I (56), Tcr alpha C [RWHUAC], MHC class I [HLHU12), MHC class II beta [HLHU3D). The ALIG
program (55) was run with a bias of 6 and a break penalty of 6, and 150 random runs were performed.

dismutase which has a fold like an Ig-domain (61) shows no sequence
similarity and thus is not regarded as being in the Ig-superfamily (58).
Other domains with no statistically significant relationship are the 0(\ and
1X2 domains of MHC class I antigen and the IX 1 and PI domains of MHC
class II antigens. A possible Ig-related segment in the sequence of HIV
glycoprotein gp lIO does not include sequence that can be matched with a
full domain (62). However, there are matches with Ig C-domains over 44
residues that give ALIGN scores of 7-9 SD. This is sufficiently high to
raise the possibility that the viral sequence has been captured from Igs
without the maintenance of the full domain. A sequence similarity might
remain if it were selected for unknown reasons or if the capture of a piece
of Ig-related sequence by virus was a recent event.
Structural proof for an Ig-related domain can only convincingly be
established by tertiary structure determined by X-ray crystallography.
Thus far, this is only reported for Ig V and C domains and for the Prm
and 0(3 domains of MHC class I antigens which have structures exactly
like Ig CH3 domains (6, 7a). Unambiguous but limited evidence comes
from the determination of disulfide bonds. Thus far in all cases where this
has been determined the bonding pattern is in accord with the Ig-fold
(Table 1). Circular dichroism can convincingly establish the presence of
pure p-structure without IX-helix, and this has been shown for Thy- l (63).
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Secondary structure prediction can be used, but this remains imprecise
(64) and in our view should be used as a test to see whether a domain
assignment indicated by sequence similarities might be improbable on
structural grounds. Finally, the exon pattern in the genes can support
domain assignments,and this is discussed below.
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OVERALL MOLECULAR CHARACTERISTICS

The Ig superfamily is notable because no extracellular sequence includes
an enzymatic activity or segments from more than one protein superfamily.
This generalization does not apply to intracellular parts since the PDGFR
and CSFI R molecules have cytoplasmic domains that have tyrosine kinase
enzymatic activities and are related in sequence to other tyrosine kinase
domains (46). Mixing of segments from different superfamilies is com
monly seen in other cell or immune-related surface molecules. For example,
in the complement proteins,repeats of a disulfide-linked domain of about
60 amino acids can be found together with serine protease domains,plus
in some cases epidermal growth factor-like segments (65).
The Ig-related molecules commonly form dimers (Figure 1),and binding
between domains can be homophilic,as seen between the CH3 domains of
Igs, or heterophilic, as in interactions between V domains and Ig CHI and
CL domains. Stable dimers are often disulfide-linked, but this is not the
case for the MHC antigens and f32-m associated antigens. Metastable
interactions can also occur,as is seen in the Tcr complex where the IX and
f3 chains in the disulfide-linked dimer associate with the CD3 E, y, �, and
� chains (13). (The � chain is not shown in Figure 1 since the sequence is
unknown.) This precedent raises the possibility that even weaker inter
actions that cannot be detected by conventional techniques might occur
between Ig-related molecules at the cell surface during functional
responses.
Carbohydrate structures can be dominant features in some Ig-super
family molecules, and in CEA up to six possible N-linked sites have been
observed on one Ig-related domain (Figure 1). Between tissues the same
protein can be differentially glycosylated, and all the complex N-linked
structures of Thy-l differ between brain and thymus (66). Also on NCAM
differences occur in glycosylation between fetal and adult forms (40). The
fetal forms show extensive polysialation,and this is thought to modulate
the adhesive potential of NCAM molecules.
The transmembrane sequences and cytoplasmic domains of Ig-related
molecules show great diversity. Most molecules have a hydrophobic trans
membrane protein sequence, but for Thy- l (31), one form of NCAM
(40, 41), and of LFA-3 (25, 84) and Qa-2 antigen (20, 20a) membrane
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attachment via a glycophospholipid anchor has been established. Such
an attachment may also be the case for CEA, since this molecule has
hydrophobic residues at its COOH-terminus,but there are no basic resi
dues (as is to be expected) on the cytoplasmic side of an authentic trans
membrane sequence (45). The COOH-terminal sequence of CEA is like
that of Thy-I,which is absent from the mature molecule and is presumed
to be cleaved off when the glycophospholipid tail is attached (3 1 ,67). A
similar sequence is also predicted from NCAM cDNA clones that are
thought to encode the form of NCAM that has a glycophospholipid anchor
(40,41; reviewed in 8 5).
Ig-superfamily molecules with predicted transmembrane sequences
show only one such sequence per chain,and in most cases these sequences
show no amino acids with amide or charged residues. However,in all the
CD3 chains there is one acidic residue in the midst of the hydrophobic
domain ( 1 3, 14), and in Tcr chains basic residues are found in similar
positions (1 1). In Tcr y and X chains two basic residues and an Asn are
found iil the 22 residues most likely to cross the bilayer (12). The charged
residues in the hydrophobic domains of the Tcr complex may stabilize
interactions between CD3 and Tcr chains, or alternatively, they may be
involved in signal transduction. Cytoplasmic domains of Ig-superfamily
sequences are mostly completely unrelated,and they vary in length from
3 amino acids for IgM (10) to 543 residues for PDGFR (46). Their roles
in general are a mystery, although a function in intracellular traffic is
known for the cytoplasmic domain ofPolyIgR (68). The unknown aspects
of signal transduction are illustrated by considering Thy-I, IgM, and
PDGFR,all of which can act as targets in the triggering of mitogenesis in
various circumstances (Table 2). Thy- l has no transmembrane protein
sequence; IgM has such a sequence but has almost no cytoplasmic domain;
and PDGFR has both a transmembrane sequence and a very large cyto
plasmic domain with a tyrosine kinase activity.
GENETIC LINKAGE AND EXON STRUCTURE

It can be seen from Table 1 that loci for Ig-superfamily molecules are
spread across the chromosomes. Genetic separation is common for loci
that are coregulated and whose products are found in molecular
complexes,but four notable cases of linkage are seen.
Firstly, in all cases the loci for Y, J, and D segments of antigen receptors
are linked to the C domain genes to which they can be rearranged (1 1 ,
69). Presumably a relatively close cis orientation is essential for the gene
rearrangement mechanism.
Secondly, all the polymorphic MHC antigens are found in one large
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chromosomal region, and this has been found in all species that have been
investigated (1 6). Also in the mouse, the Qa and T l products that are very
closely related to MHC class I chains are coded by loci linked to the MHC.
In contrast the CDI antigens of humans are not MHC linked (21). The H
chains of CDI antigens are associated with Prm, but their sequences are
much less closely related to class I MHC than are the Qa or T l antigen
sequences. The linkage of the polymorphic MHC antigens may be due to
selective advantages that result if a set of polymorphic variants favorable
for antigen presentation are inherited on one chromosome.
Thirdly, the two chains of the CD8 antigens are closely linked to each
other and to the V" loci in human and mouse (27). No functional reason
for this linkage is obvious. The CD8 antigens seem particularly closely
related to the V-domains of antigen receptors (56). It may be that the V"
and CD8 genes have remained together in a region of chromosome where
extensive duplication occurred of genes for heterodimer structures related
to immunity.
Finally, the loci for the CD3 chains, NCAM, and Thy-l are all linked
on the q23 band of chromosome 11, and these loci are also linked in the
mouse (1 5). The CD3 band y chain genes are arranged in reverse orien
tation and are separated by only 1 .4 kb of sequence (70, 71). These genes
are within 400 kb of the CD3 e gene. The distance between the CD3 genes
and NCAM and Thy-l genes is not known.
There is no obvious functional reason for the chromosome 1 1 linkage
group. Thy-l and NCAM have in common their expression in neural
tissues and also the fact that both molecules can be attached to the mem
brane by a glycophospholipid tail. The CD3 chains are found only on cells
in the T lymphocyte lineage, but among Ig-related sequences the CD3
domains seem to match best with NCAM domains (14). Extensive gene
duplication and divergence of Ig-related sequences may have occurred in
the region now constituted by band q23 of chromosome 1 1 , and Ig-related
genes now found in this position may be those that have not moved to
other chromosomes in evolution.
The most characteristic aspect of gene structure for Ig-superfamily mol
ecules is that the majority of the domain sequence is often encoded within
one exon. This is true for all domains in Igs and Tcrs and for 20 out of 30
domains in nonreceptor genes whose structures are shown in Figure 3A.
However, a number of examples now exist of introns found between
sequences coding for the Cys residues of the conserved disulfide bonds.
The positions of these introns in relation to the postulated folding pattern
of the domains are shown in Figure 3B. One other exception to the one
domain: one exon rule is seen in the PolyIgR where the domains (II) and
(III) are both encoded in one exon (76). In one PolylgR mRNA form, this
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Figure 3 Organization of coding exons from genes for Ig-superfamily molecules excepting
antigen receptor genes. A: Organization ofexons. References to each gene structure are given
after the molecule name. The letters showing exon organization are coded: L , exon for leader
sequence; 0, an exon encoding extracellular sequence that is not Ig-related; D, an exon
encoding an Ig-related domain with no introns between codons for the conserved cys residues;
dd, two exons encoding an Ig-related domain with an intron between codons for the conserved
cys residues; (DD), an exon encoding two Ig-related domains; G, an exon for a hydrophobic
sequence that is or may be cleaved from the protein when lipid is attached at the COOH
terminus; T, an exon for a transmembrane sequence; TY, an exon for a transmembrane plus
cytoplasmic sequence; Y, an exon for cytoplasmic region sequence; - indicates exon structure
was not established. Comments: the second D in CD4 applies to the second domain in Figure
1 which will not form a standard Ig-fold but has some sequence similarities to Ig-domains
(28). The exon marked G in Thy-l is established to encode a sequence that is cleaved in
processing, and this is likely to be so for NCAM in which the shortest mRNA form has the
exon marked G but not the TYYY exons. The longer NCAM mRNA forms splice out the
G exon and include two possible combinations of the other exons. No attempt is made in
this figure to show the alternative splicing events that can be seen, and noncoding exons are
not shown. B. Ig-like domains encoded by two exons. The arrows indicate the positions of
introns within the Ig-like domains. The letters A, B, C, C, C", D, E, F, G indicate the
positions of putative p-strands determined by sequence similarity as indicated in Figure 2.
(Data for PolyIgR from 1. Harris and K. Mostov, personal communication.)
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exon is spliced out and the mRNA is translated to give the small form of
rabbit PolyIgR (76).
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FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS

Known functions of Ig-superfamily molecules are given in Table 2; in all
cases they include adhesion functions or binding functions that trigger a
subsequent event at the cell surface. A key functional feature is that
homophilic or heterophilic binding occurs between Ig-related molecules;
this is often between molecules on opposed membrane surfaces. Most of
the Ig-superfamily molecules function at cell surfaces; the exceptions are
antibody, the link protein, and (XlB-glycoprotein. The functions of anti
body involve interactions with antigen and then with effector molecules
via the Fc regions to trigger subsequent events. The link protein could be
considered an adhesion molecule for binding together hyaluronic acid and
proteoglycan; the function of (X1B-gp is unknown. It remains possible that
(XlB-gp is a cleaved product from a cell surface receptor in much the same
way that secretory component is a product derived by proteolysis from
PolyIgR.
In all functions in which Ig-related domains are known to be involved,
the domain can be considered as providing a stable platform for the display
of specific determinants for recognition reactions on the faces of p-sheets
or at the bends between p-strands (9, 52). The determinants involved are
likely to be mostly protein in nature, but there is always the possibility
that the chemical entities recognized are carbohydrate structures.

EVOLUTION

It is commonly accepted that all the Ig-related sequences shown in Figure
1 will have been derived by gene duplication and divergence from one
primordial domain. Preceding this there may have been a half domain
structure (78) that formed a homodimer with a structure like the V-domain
(79). The half domain fold is postulated to be like that of p-strands ABCC'
or GFED in Figure 2, and to associate to form a homodimer in the same
way that the ABCC' and GFED p-strand loops associate in the V-domains
(79). The half-domain idea seems to be supported by the existence of genes
that have introns in the midst of sequence coding for residues between the
conserved disulfide bonds, and it is notable that in a number of cases
these come in a position that would roughly demarcate a half domain as
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proposed by McLachlan (79) (Figure 3B). Genes with the intra-domain
introns may be thought more directly derived from ancient genes than
those lacking this feature, but this is not a reliable conclusion since the
probability of intron loss is unknown. Equally unknown is the probability
of intron acquisition.
The possibility that the V-like fold is the most ancient is supported by
the fact that Thy- l and Po are the only single domain molecules thought
to exist without association with other chains, and both of these are in the
V-SET. Po also has an intron in the middle of the domain. If the V-fold
were the most ancient type, then the C-like domain would be derived by
loss of sequence from the middle of a V-type fold. A possible lineage would
be V-type to C2-type to C l-type. However,one could argue alternatively
that the C2-type is the most primitive and that both V-type and C l-type
sequences were derived from this. A start from a C-type fold would not
fit with the idea that the primordial domain is derived from a homodimer
of half-domain structures. The C l-type seems an unlikely candidate for
the most primitive domain since thus far C l-set sequences have been seen
only in structures associated with the immune system and mostly with
immune recognition. Also no intradomain introns have been seen in the
C l-set sequences.
It is difficult to suggest detailed evolutionary trees for the Ig-related
molecules. Some molecules can be grouped because they show greater than
average similarity within the superfamily. Some such groupings might be:
(IgV, TcrV, CD8); (IgC, TcrC,MHC, C Ol); (CD3 e, <5, y); (CD2, LFA3); (MAG,NCAM); (PDGFR,CSFIR). The difficulty in trying to connect
up these groups and the other molecules is that the Ig-related molecules
appear to be diverging very rapidly, as assessed by the percentage of
identity for equivalent chains between species. This is as low as 42% for
the V-like domain of CD8 chain I between rodents and humans (27) which
suggests that when new genes are created they might rapidly diverge to a
level where only the basic conserved patterns remain. Intermediate stages
in evolution may be hard to detect in the contemporary sequences. In
addition, multichain sequences have probably arisen repeatedly, and per
haps sometimes single domain structures have been rederived from
multidomain forms. Examples of differences in evolution of multidomain
structures can be seen with PDGFR and CSFIR in one case and CEA in
another. PDGFR and CSFIR have similar 5 domain patterns (46); these
were probably derived from an immediate common precursor with the
same domain pattern. In contrast, CEA has seven domains among which
the last 6 appear to have been derived by a recent double duplication of a
two domain segment (45). This is likely because within domains II,IV,VI
and III, V, VII there is about 70% identity, while the level of identity
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between these two sets is about 25% . The nature of the immediate pre
cursor of CEA is thus unpredictable. In the case of rabbit PolylgR,
reduction in size can be seen in the alternative splicing that produces a
variant lacking domains II and III of the structure as shown in Figure 1
(76).
In terms of functional evolution the phenomenon of interactions within
the superfamily (Table 2) is strongly suggestive that the primordial function
involved a single domain interacting with itself probably between opposed
membranes. Such a function has been suggested for the Po myelin protein
. (44). If correct, this may be an interesting model for the function of the
primordial domain. Heterophilic receptor pairs presumably evolved from
a homophilic interaction system, and highly specific interactions become
possible with heterophilic recognition between different cell types. It seems
likely that the first functions were related to adhesion or triggering at cell
surfaces to control the behavior of cells within a multicellular organism.
The Ig-related molecules that function in neural tissues may be mediating
functions of the primitive type. A scheme for the evolution of heterophilic
interactions from a homophilic adhesion system between cells is illustrated
in Figure 4A.
Another possibility is that heterophilic pairs giving recognition between
cells may have originated from chains that interacted on one cell to form
a heterodimer (80). This is illustrated in Figure 4B starting from a homo
dimer diverging to a heterodimer and then to modified forms of the
heterodimer chains interacting between cells. The LFA-3: CD2 adhesion
molecules may have evolved in this way from a chain that formed a
homodimer and contained one Ig-related domain with a disulfide bond
and one without (NH2 terminal). From this type of origin the result could
be a heterophilic pair, each member of which is more closely related to the
other than to other members of the superfamily (as is the case for LFA-3
and CD2) (25).
If it is accepted that involvement in cell recognition was the primary role
of the Ig-superfamily, the question then arises-how might the vertebrate
immune system be derived from this? One possible functional antecedent
is the phenomenon of programmed cell death. In the invertebrate Caeno
rhabditis eiegans, 25% of developing neural cells die in a predictable way,
and this commonly involves an apparent differentiation to cell death fol
lowed by phagocytosis (81 , 82). In some cases, however, one cell appears
to kill another, and this function is of the type that might be turned
outwards to produce an immune system. Figure 4C suggests that Ig-related
molecules control the specificity of a primitive natural killer cell and
that modification of this specificity to include determinants of a common
pathogen resulted in a killer system to eliminate pathogen-infected cells.
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A possible scheme for structural and functional evolution in the Ig superfamily.
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Duplication and divergence of this system could lead to an immune system
with the properties of the vertebrate T lymphocyte system. The B lym
phocyte arm of the immune response may have evolved from this as a
recognition system freed from the constraint of interaction with MHC
antigens. The possibility that T cell immunity is the more primitive is
supported by the finding that the T cell CD8 antigen chain II has a sequence
that is very like receptor J pieces without an intron or other intervening
genomic sequence between the main V-like exon and the J-related piece
(56). The CD8 heterodimer may be similar in its V-like domains to the
structure that gave rise to the antigen receptor heterodimers.
Structural and functional evolution would be greatly illuminated if
invertebrate Ig-related molecules were identified. Thus far only one inver
tebrate sequence that might be Ig-related is known, and this is a glyco
protein of 84 amino acids with a glycophospholipid tail that was identi
fied in a search for Thy-I-like molecules from squid neural tissue (83).
The squid glycoprotein has some interesting sequence similarities to Thy1 and Ig V-domains but does not have a standard domain pattern. Thus,
it cannot at this stage be added to the Ig-superfamily with the level of
confidence that was applied for molecules in Figure 1 . Are Ig-related
structures common in invertebrate neural cells and do invertebrate immune
systems use Ig-related molecules at all? Answers to questions of this type
are needed to further elucidate the structural and functional evolution of
the Ig-superfamily.
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IN PROOF

Additional Ig-related structures include the CD7 and CD28 T lymphocyte
antigens, one of the chains of the mast cell Fc receptor for IgE, BLAST1 , a leucocyte antigen and the proto-oncogene c-kit. CD7 and CD28
antigens have a single V-like domain with transmembrane sequence and
cytoplasmic domain. The CD28 chain exists as a disulfide linked homo
dimer. In structural architecture the FcRe chain is the same as the FcRy
chain, BLAST-! is like LFA-3 and CD2. The proto-oncogene c-kit is the
same as CSF I R and PDGFR.
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